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APOLLO

1.
I have baptised this part APOliO by reference to Nietzsche's earliest woxk
"The Birth of Tragedy" in which he described how through the union of
the opposing forces, APOliO and DIONYSOS, tragedy was created.
APOLLO and DIONYSOS stand for the creative and the destructive force
in a human being as weil as in nature. However, Nietzsche alters his
position in his mature works on these forces. But at the moment there is no
need to go into more detail about what these forces stand for in the "Birth
of Tragedy". The headings of my main parts are not meant to correspond
exactly to the meanings Nietzsche attributed to them at the time. Still, the
sense which they have in my thesis is closely related to Nietzsche's, and
shonly I will speil out what they are supposed to mean. One should also
bear in mind that DIONYSOS in Nietzsche's latest works is a nearly
perfect9 synthesis of APOliO and DIONYSOS from his earlier ones.
APOliO in this thesis mainly refers to the outcome of the creative force in
human beings iITespective of what is created. (It refers to ones own
perspective or world-view). In our case the human being meant is
Nietzsche. DIONYSOS mainly refers to the outcome of the destructive
force in human beings irrespective of what is destroyed. (Here ones own
perspective is taken just as one of many in the history of thought,
irrespective of one's own special relation to it).
In this part I will describe the metaphysical side of Nietzsche's "artistic
metaphysics" and in the nett main part, I will be concemed with the artistic
aspect itself. The notion that metaphysics is artistic implies that Nietzsche
does not put it forward as rnE TRUll-L Metaphysics has to be read not in
Nietzsche's sense of the word (as referring to a philosophy which postulates
areal world, beyond the physical one), but meaning a description of the
world, an ontology. I will show that Nietzsche does put forward an

9 The reason why I am adding "neariy perfect" is the same as why I hold that my use of

APOU-O and DIONYSOS does not exactly colTespond to Nieusche's in his earlier
work. In the "Birth of Tragedy" there was a third force, which he refelTed to as
SOCRA TES. SOCRA TES was connected with logic, reason and Christianity and was
opposed to APOIl.O and DIONYSOS. Later on, Nieusche revised his position in
respect to logic and reason and integrated born of them in his own views, bUt he kept his
antagonistic position in respect to Christianity. Due to his altered views towards logic
and reason, I had to say "neariy perfect" and that his use of APOILO and DIONYSUS
in the "Birth of Tragedy" is slightiy different to the one I attribute to them. Yet, I can
say that the synthesis of my use of the nations APOILO and DIONYSOS does
colTespond to Nieusche's use of the nation DIONYSOS in hislatest wams.
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ontology in the litera! sense of the.word -the only contrast to the traditional
ontologies being that it is not refeITed to as the true oDe.
In the last section of the introduction I tried to justify why I am staning my
thesis with Nietzsche's metaphysics. The last point I was dealing with then
was that for Nietzsche "the world is will to power and nothing besides".
This I have to clarify in the fIrst section of this main palt. This main part of
the thesis is divided up into two sections: the first one deals with the will to
power and the second one with the etemal recurrence. Both of these topics
are essential for an understanding of what the world is like for Nietzsche.
There is one main element of Nietzsche's metaphysics which I willleave out
here, bis view that a thing is nothing hut the sum of its effects, because it is
more useful for my purposes to deal with this in the section on truth and
perspectivism in the second main palt of the thesis.

1.1.
a. Will.. Ta POWER

There have been many philosoph~rs who regarded the striving for power to
be the basis of all human actions, and the ones in question are not not
limited to a cenain period of time or area. This ODe can see from the
following examples: Thrasymachus, Hobbes, Adler, Foucault. However,
N'letzsche went funher than them, for he held that the whole world is will
to power [WP 1067]. What does this mean?
Firstly, I want to mention some other expressions which Nietzsche
sometimes uses instead of will to power. The most imponant ones are
"organic", "life", and "force". However, one must be careful here, because
some of these notions are ambiguous in Nietzsche's work; he employs the
notions "organic" and "life" in various ways. In this thesis they Only
concem me when they are predicated of the whole, e.g. that everything is
alive and organic, because evetything is will to power. There is at least one
other meaning of "life" and "organic" to be found in Nietzsche which is
used to distinguish things with the common mode of (what one normally
understands as) nutrition from the ones without. Even nutrition has two
meanings in Nietzsche; firstly, the normal meaning, and secondly a slightly
altered one which applies to the whole world. Because I do not have the
space to deal with all of the conotations of this word, I will restrict my
discussion to the one relevant for my purposes and simply point to the fact
that there is another meaning of the notion to be found in Nietzsche. The
justification for what I have just said will come up when it is needed in
every individual case.
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